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Football
Junior size.
MAS-F301........$15.99

Soccerball
Rubber, nylon-wound. 
FIFA approved! Size 3.
MAS-SR3........$12.50

Coated Foam Balls
MAS-CFBS .............  Soccerball .............$19.99
MAS-CFBV .............  Volleyball ..............$19.99
MAS-CFBF ................ Football ...............$14.99

Sensory Ball
“Bumps” texture for irregular bounce 
and tactile sensations. Soft blown vinyl 
construction. Set of 6 balls. Assorted colours.
PSEN3S..............5".............. $41.99
PSEN8S .............8" .............. $71.99

Coloured Playground Balls
8.5" diameter. 2-ply rubber.
MAS-PG8B ..............Blue ............. $11.99
MAS-PG8G ............ Green ............ $11.99
MAS-PG8O ...........Orange........... $11.99
MAS-PG8P ............Purple ........... $11.99
MAS-PG8R .............. Red .............. $11.99
MAS-PG8Y ............Yellow ........... $11.99
PG85S ...............Set of All 6 ....... $69.99

Playground Balls
2-ply rubber. Red.
MAS-PG5 ........5" .........$8.50
MAS-PG6 ........6" .........$8.99
MAS-PG7 ........7" .........$8.99
MAS-PG8R ...8.5" .....$11.99
MAS-PG10 .....10" ......$13.99
MAS-PG13 .....13" ......$24.99
MAS-PG16  ....16" ......$29.99

Hand Pump
Plastic, 10" long. 
MAS-HP1 ........ $5.50

Easy Grip Playball Sets
Unique Easy Grip texture pattern and soft 
blown vinyl construction makes these great  
for grasping and handling. Set of 6 balls.
PGRIP3S .......3.5" ...... $36.99
PGRIP8S ........ 8" ........ $69.99

Scooterboard Hockey Set
12 sticks, 1 ball.
WS782........per set........$51.99

Textured Ball Set
These 6 balls feature 

different textures & 
colours, providing babies 
with tactile stimulation. 

Helps babies develop 
dexterity and gross-motor skills. Ball size: 2.5” 
diameter. Ages 6 months and up.
K2007 ........ $15.99

Basketball
Rubber, nylon-wound. 
7" diameter. Orange.
MAS-B7 ........ $11.99

Deluxe Hand Pump
Plastic, 12" long. 
MAS-HP2 ........ $8.50

Puncture Proof Balls - Set of 5
Double walled plastic cover make these balls 
virtually indestructible. Set of 5, different coloured 
balls. Each ball measures 3.5” in diameter.
PP35........$16.99

Ankle Hoop
Comes with primary colour balls. Put your 
ankle in the ring and swing your leg to get 
the ball moving. 18” cord. 5.5” diameter ankle 
ring. Set of 6.
PHBRS........$33.99

Electric Pump
1/8 H.P. compressor, 
110 volts, A.C. 
current. Includes 
attachments to 
inflate sports balls.
EI120........$229.99

Hockey Set
Set includes 2 hockey 
sticks (38.5" long), 2 
plastic balls & 1 plastic 
puck. Each packaged 
in a clamshell.
B8666 ........ $16.99

High Density Coated Foam Balls
MAS-HP4 ........ 4" .......$5.99
MAS-HP7 ........ 7" .......$19.99
MAS-HP8 ........ 8" .......$21.99

Inflating Needles
Extra-long, nickel-
plated brass. 
Pack of 3.
MAS-SN2 ........ $1.99

See sonsuh.com for more products.

HEALTH & FITNESS
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Bowling Set in Carry-Tray
Set includes 10 pins (7.5"H) and 2 bowling 
balls (size: 3.25”). Packaged in a plastic 
carry-tray. Ages 3 and up.
92020 ........ $21.99

Bean Bags 
(cloth)
Soft cloth cover; 
blue, green, red, 
yellow; plastic 
bead filling.  

Pack of 12 bags in assorted colours.
MAS-BB33.........3" × 3" ........ $13.99
MAS-BB44.........4" × 4" ........ $16.99
MAS-BB55........ 5" × 5" ........ $19.99

Alphabet Bean Bags (cloth)
Each cloth bean bag measures 5" × 5" and is imprinted with upper and lowercase letters. 
Assorted colours. Set of 26.
MAS-AB55 ........ $58.99

Numbered Bean Bags (cloth)
Each cloth bean bag measures 5" × 5" and is 
imprinted with numerals 1-10. Assorted colours. 
Set of 10.
MAS-NB55 ........$24.99

6-Piece Bean Bag Sets

Frogs - 5". 
Vinyl-like 
material.
MTC968 
$32.99

Ladybugs - 4". 
Vinyl-like 
material.
MTC051
$28.99

Junior Basketball Set
Adjustable basketball post increases in 6" 
increments from 30" to 48". Base includes 
two built-in holders for drinks or ball storage. 
Includes one 6" basketball. Weights 20 lbs. 
Measures 43.25"H x 20.75"W x 36.75"D.  
Assembly required. Ages 18 months and up.
S7356WM........ $59.99

Bean Bag  
Set (vinyl)
5" × 5". Vinyl-
like material. 
Set of 6 bags.
PBBR6  
 $43.99

Parachutes
Multi-coloured 
nylon, double 
stitched with handles. Carry-bag included.  
A wide variety of cooperative games incorporate 
songs, rhymes, and movement activities to 
energize your whole group while improving skills 
such as language, muscle control, and listening 
to directions. Children use teamwork to turn the 
parachute into fun! Ages 3–8.
MASP6 ........... 6' Diameter, 6 Handles .......... $27.99
D18000 ... 10' Diameter with 12 Handles ...$54.99
MASP12 .......12' Diameter, 12 Handles ........$66.99
MASP19 .......20' Diameter, 16 Handles ..... $144.99
MASP24 .......24' Diameter, 20 Handles ..... $189.99

Smart Toss  
Bean Bag Tossing Game
Includes 12 canvas bean bags (3" in 
diameter each), Activity Guide, Vinyl 
board with carrying handle and 2 
storage pockets. Measures 24"L × 20"H 
when folded. Ages 1–4.
LER1047 ........ $89.99

See sonsuh.com for more products.

HEALTH & FITNESS

Stepping Stones 
- 1 Pair
Each pair can be used 
as stilts, which feature 
adjustable-length 
ropes and handles. 
Can also be used as 
stepping stones. Ages 
3 and up.
534003 ........ $35.99

Kickback Soccer Goal & Pitch Back
Fun multi-use sports center with a 2-in-1 
soccer goal and pitch-back. Practice 
scoring goals or play a game of soccer 
with your teammates. Practice throwing 
and catching on the reverse side of the 
soccer goal. Includes one soccer ball, two 
hockey sticks, one street hockey puck 
and one pitchback ball. Measures 48"H 
x 30"W x 18"D. Minimal adult assembly 
required. Ages 3 and up.
S715199........ $55.99
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Ring Toss Game (Wood)
Set includes: Five coloured 
wood pegs, four plastic rings 
and display box.
RT4 ........$27.99

Catch-a-Cup Set
Great for hand-eye  
coordination. Set of 6 colours.
PCACS ........ $23.99

Busy Body Exercise Cards
Each card is printed on the  
front with a photographic  
action pose and on the  
back with illustrated  
instructions. 16  
exercise cards, 8.5"x11”  
and teacher guide.  
Three challenge levels.  
Includes warm up  
exercises and sampler  
outlines. Ages 3 and up.
R62012........$24.99

Twist and Spell Exercise Cards
Each letter has its own unique letter pose. 
Follow the poses modelled on each large-
sized letter card. Consonant and vowel cards 
are colour coded. Cards measure 9.25" × 8.5". 
48 cards. Ages 4 and up.
R62017 ........ $24.99

Body Poetry  
Yoga Cards
Cards are split into  
three levels: easy,  
intermediate and  
challenging. On the  
front is a photograph of a  
child surrounded by a bright image.  
On the reverse are illustrated instructions.  
16 exercise cards, 8.5 x 11” and teacher guide. 
Ages 4 and up.
R62011........$24.99

Stepping  
Stones: Exercise  

Balance Kit
Arrange the plastic 
stone sheets on the 
floor. Each student 
steps on one stone. 
Hold up the photos 
and ask students to 
recreate the poses. 
Includes: 32 plastic 

stone sheets, 4" x 5", 
16 balance photos, 

8.5" x 11" and teacher 
guide. Ages 3+.

R62013 
 $24.99

Yoga Pretzels
This set of illustrated 
cards provide a 
healthy dose of fun 
and education while 
teaching all the basics 
of yoga. 50 activities. 
Ages 4 and up.
FTI6046 ........ $18.99

Flat Hoop (6 Pack Each)
These hoops are made from shape-memory 
plastic so that they immediately return to 
their original shape. Durable as they are made 
without joins or seams.
SSHF27-6 .............. 27" (6 Colours) ..........$56.99
SSWE309-6...19.5" (Assorted Colours)... $24.99

Vinyl Jump Ropes
Vinyl rope with plastic handles shaped 
for a better grip.
MAS-SPR7 .........7'........ $3.50
MAS-SPR8 .........8' ........ $3.99

See sonsuh.com for more products.

HEALTH & FITNESS

Hop & Count Hopscotch Rug
Reinforced border binding prevents fraying. 
Two colourful bean bag play pieces included. 
Durable rug material is stain-resistant and 
washable. Skid-proof backing is safe on 
all floor surfaces and works for indoor 
and outdoor use. 
Dimensions:  
78.5" × 26.5".
L9402 ........ $51.50

Alphaballs
Vinyl multi-coloured  
balls that feature a  
letter of the alphabet printed on them (in both 
upper and lower case). This set is a great tool to 
get kids thinking about language and movement. 
Each ball measures 2.5" diameter and weighs 36 
grams. Set of 26.
ALPHABALLS........$58.99

Hoola Hoops  24"  
Assorted Colors (Single)
Heavy duty plastic; tubular construction for 
shape retention 0.75" H. No staples, plugs or 
glue in joints. Assorted colours: blue, green, 
orange, red, yellow. Each sold separately.
H24-FUSED........$9.99
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Giant Snakes And Ladders
Players themselves act as 
the counters in this version 
of the classic game 3 metre 
square plastic mat. Includes 
inflatable dice to determine 
your score, this is an all round 
family game. The mat comes 
complete with eyelet holes and 
pegs to keep the game fixed 
to the lawn. Comes packed in 
a compact 30cm square box 
with carry handle. Able to be 
woped clearn of dirt.  
2+ players, Ages 3 and up.
DCE507........$99.99

Get Knotted (Like Twister) Giant
Throw the two giant inflatable dice to find out which part of 
your body to place on which colour flower. Get Knotted up with 
the other players to make the game more difficult for them. But 
beware, fall over and you're out of the game. Includes 3m x 3m 
Playmat and 2 Inflatable Die. Suitable for 2 and more players. 
Ages 3 and up.
DCE510........$94.99

Canon Ball Drop  
(Like Ker Plunk)
Standing 1.2m tall, this brightly coloured 
game is based on the design of a castle 
turret. "Cannonballs" are suspended in the 
air supported by coloured straws. Remove 
the straws one by one and watch the balls 
fall down inside the castle tower. The winner 
is the player with the least balls at the end of 
the game. Height when assembled: 120cm.  
2 or more players. Ages 4 and up.
DCE527........$189.99

Giant Tower With Carry Case
Build the tower, then take turns to 
remove a piece and add it to the top 
without making the whole tower 
tumble. Giant tower starts at 36" and 
builds to 60". Includes 58 renewable 
resource Pine blocks. Each block 
measures 21cm x 7cm x 3.5cm. Weighs 
less than 20kg. 2 or more players.  
Additionaly shipping charges apply. 
Ages 3 and up.
DCE50654-TB........$199.99

See sonsuh.com for more products.

OUTDOOR GAMES

Wooden Four In A Row Game
A large version of the traditional game with a sturdy frame 
and smooth finished wooden black and red counters. Ideal for 
outdoor play. Frame Size: 23.60" x 18.90" x 8.65". Ages 3 and up.
C74774........$79.99

Junior 4-To-Score Giant Game
A large version of the traditional game with a sturdy frame and smooth finished 
wooden black and red counters. Ideal for outdoor play. Frame Size: 23.60" x 18.90" 
x 8.65". Ages 3 and up.
ELR-12509........$337.99
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See sonsuh.com for more products.

HUGE SAVINGS ON  
BELEDUC PRODUCTS!

Doodle Monster
The young dragon Julius and his friends find 
a mysterious book in the castle library. It tells 
them about the strange Doodle Monsters… What 
might these monsters look like? The children 
draw them, imitating the monsters on the cards, 
and they can also use their own creativity.  
Ages 4 and up.
BEL22704........$32.99 $21.99

Funny Crocodile
A balancing game that promotes fine motor 
skills. Different game variants with increasing 
levels of difficulty can be played. Includes 
1 rocking block, 4 large crocodile eggs, 
4 medium-sized crocodile eggs, 4 small 
crocodile eggs, and 1 colour cube. 1-4 players. 
Ages 2 and up.
BEL18010........$34.99$19.99

Funny Hippo
When playing 
hammer games 
children train 
their basic motor 
skills. The rolling 
balls and the 
sound of the 
bell are a catchy 
experience, that encourages the child to 
repeat again. Ages 12 months and up.
BEL18003.......$34.99$19.99

Match & Mix Puzzles
Children can match the pieces to a complete the 
puzzle, create their own fantasy animals or cars or 
just play a simple memo game, by finding the correct 
front and back parts. Each puzzle measures 13.25" x 
11.5". 30 pieces each. Ages 24 months and up.
BEL11006 ........Animals ....... $27.99
BEL11007 ...... Transport ..... $27.99 $13.99

$13.99

Matching Puzzles
Familiarise children with the basics of 
mathematics with these puzzles. Each 
measures 37.5 x 16 x 1.6cm. Ages 3 and up.
BEL11008 ...Caterpillar (10 Pieces) ...$27.99
BEL11009 .........Train (8 Pieces) ..........$27.99

$13.99
$13.99

1,2,3...STOP!
The players throw the 
dice and move their 
figures across the 
board towards their 

Kindergarten class. They have to choose between 
longer routes which are safe and the short route 
with many hidden dangers. Ages 4 and up.
BEL22750........$27.99 $14.99

Whatzizz?
Place cards facedown onto the mirror, and  
guess the card using the mirror's reflection. 

The player to choose 
correctly may take  
the card. Contains 66 
Pieces. Number of 
Players 2-4.  
Ages 4 and up.
BEL22310........$39.99

NEW

$24.99

LogiKit
Whether in the 
classroom, or while travelling – LogiKit is a 
versatile “playfellow”. Thanks to the self-check 
possibility, all being keen to learn can evaluate 
their results. Includes 16 Task Cards.  
Ages 3 and up.
BEL21005........$69.99$34.99

Logipic Magnetic Game
A magnet game with which different patterns 
on the task cards need to be copied on 
the board. Contains 1 wooden frame with 
magnetic pen, 8 template cards, 1 instructions 
leaflet. Players 1 or more. Ages 3 and up.
BEL21020........$97.99$39.99

Legolino
Promotes fine motor skills. Can play 
variants with progressive difficulty 
levels. Measures 9" x 9". 30 pieces. 
Ages 2 and up.
BEL22312........$34.99 $19.99

INDOOR GAMES
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Sandtastik® 
Plastermix
Mixed with half part 
water, then poured into 
shapes, moulds, etc. 
Sets in 20-30 minutes. 
Arctic White.

PLM1-AW ........................ 1Kg ........................$4.50 
PLM10-AW ................10Kg bag ................$21.99

Crayola® Model Magic
Self-hardening, nontoxic. 
Each tub contains four 8 
oz packages.

57-4400 
White  
$24.99

57-4415 
Assorted (Shown - blue, 
white, red, yellow) 
$24.99

Mini Glue Guns  
(With 3 glue sticks)
D30251 ....Low-temp ..... $9.99

Glue Gun Sticks 
(4 × 5/16")

12 pack. Dual 
temperature.

CK3351........$3.99

Washable Glitter Glue Classpack
Includes 20 bottles of 4 oz washable glitter 
glue in silver, red, blue, gold, and green.
69-0020.....$68.99

Crayola® Classpack Crayons (8 Colours)- 
Large (400/pk)
52-8038........$79.99

See  
sonsuh.com 

for more 
products.

Multicultural Markers Classpack (80/pk)
58-8217........$44.99

Jumbo Sidewalk Chalk 
Square Bucket 50/Pk

5 colours: Red, Blue, Green, Orange, Yellow. Chalk 
measures 4.125"H x 0.875" (top) x 1" (bottom).
ST22755........$9.99

Washable Glue
Bonds to most porous and non-
porous materials such as paper, 
fabric, wood and pottery. 
Washes out of most fabrics 
with soap and hot water. 
Certified AP non-toxic.
HA215-190 ....118ml ....$1.99
HA214-190 ....3.78L .... $20.99

Glitter Glue Set-8 237 ml
Apply glue to clean and dry surface. Washes 
out of most fabrics. Certified AP Non-Toxic.  
8 Colours - 8oz/237ml. Primary Set: Gold, 
Silver, Violet, Green, Orange, Red, Blue, Black.
HA887-146........$32.99

Crayola® Washable Markers
56-7910 ..Classic Colours (10/pk) ..$5.99 
58-7810 ....Bold Colours (10/pk) ....$5.99

Model Magic 
Classpack - 
White
Colours can 
be blended 
by mixing 
thoroughly, or 
stop mixing 
part way to 
create marbled 
effects. Air 

dries to a smooth, resilient finish. Soft, squishy 
and pliable modelling compound. Easy to paint 
and decorate. Includes 75 x 1 oz packages of 
white Model Magic. All ages.
03-6001........$59.99

Felt Sheets 
- Assorted Colours  
(50/pk) - 9" x 12"
Pink, Orange, Purple, 
White, Black, Red, 
Green, Yellow, Royal 
Blue, Brown. (5 each 
of 10 colours).
D40050........$25.99

Foam Sheets 
Assorted  
(10/pk), 9" × 12"
D37520........$3.99

Kraft Rolls
N1305236 ............36"×1000' (White) ............$84.99 
N1340236 ..........36"×1000' (Brown) .........$59.99

Construction Paper  
400 Assorted 
Sheets (While 
Quantities Last)
Assorted 400 sheets 
of construction paper. 
Measures 9" x 12"  
(22.9cm x 30.5cm).
1000966........$11.99

Paper Bags 
Natural (100/pk)
A1002 ....2lb ....$4.99
A1005 ....5lb ....$5.50

ARTS & CRAFTS

Elmer's Crayons
48 packs of 8 crayons. 
384 crayons in total. 
Non-toxic.
20346-48........$29.99

$10.00

Pencil Crayons  
(4 Packs of 6)
24 pencil crayons 
in total.
ELM001-4......$4.00

$1.00

$4.50

Prang Pencil Crayons
Set of coloured pencil  
crayons, pre-sharpened.
DIX22240 ....24/pk ....$4.99

DIX22360 ....36/pk ....$9.99
$2.99
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Vinyl Lacing
92 Metres 
Each. Set of 
12 (colours 
selected 
randomly
23111-12 
44.99

Hama® Beads 
-13000 Midi 
Beads in Tub
10 assorted 
colours, 13000 
beads in tub.
P21100 
$36.99

Hama® Beads - 
4000 Midi Beads 
and Pegboards  
in Tub
Includes 3 small 
pegboards (assorted 
shapes), design sheet, 
instructions and ironing 
paper. Ages 5 and up.
P2050........$22.99

Moving Eyes - 
Black (1,000/pk)
37105 .. 5 mm .....$6.99 
37108 .. 8 mm ... $10.99 
37110 .. 10 mm .. $14.99 
37112 ...12 mm .. $21.99 
37115 ...15 mm ..$27.99

Non-spill Paint Pots (10/pk)
Include a funnel with a flip up lid and coloured 
tops to match paint colours.
80020........$16.99

All Plastic 
Beginners Brush - 
Stubby (10/pk)
Assorted colours,  
10 per pack. Durable,  
safe, and non-toxic.
SMI17085........$9.99

A  946ml 
HA213-705 ........... White ........... $5.50 
HA213-710 ...........Yellow........... $5.50 
HA213-715 ..........Orange .......... $5.50 
HA213-720 ............. Red ............. $5.50 
HA213-725 .........Magenta ........ $5.50 
HA213-730 .............Blue ............. $5.50  
HA213-735 ........ Turquoise ....... $5.50 
HA213-740 ........... Violet ........... $5.50 
HA213-745 ............ Green ........... $5.50 
HA213-750 ...........Brown ........... $5.50 
HA213-755 .............Black ............ $5.50

B  3.78L 
HA214-705 ..White (shown) ..$17.99 
HA214-710 ..........Yellow ..........$17.99 
HA214-715 ......... Orange .........$17.99 
HA214-720 .............Red .............$17.99 
HA214-725 ........Magenta ........$17.99 
HA214-730 ............ Blue ............$17.99  
HA214-735 ........Turquoise .......$17.99 
HA214-740 ...........Violet ...........$17.99 
HA214-745 ............Green ...........$17.99 
HA214-750 .......... Brown ..........$17.99 
HA214-755 ............ Black ...........$17.99

Tempera Washable Paint
Fine quality and economical 
paint, a great combination for 
the beginning artist! Opaque 
blendable colours are bright 
and rich and won't chip, flake or 
crack when dry. Washes out of 
most fabrics with soap and cold 
water. Certified AP Non-Toxic.

A

B

Economy Grade Craft Sticks
54951 ..... 100 pieces natural ..... $1.99 
05515 ... 1,000 pieces natural ... $5.99 
54950 ... 100 pieces coloured ... $1.99 
35506 ...200 pieces coloured ... $3.99

Paper  
Plates
A1043B 
100/pk, 6" 
$3.99

A1044B 
100/pk, 9" 

$4.99

ARTS & CRAFTS

Pony Beads 
Transparent
Measures 6mm x 9mm, 
10 assorted transparent 
colours, 1000 pieces.
D35830........$5.99

Multigoose Feathers
Assorted colours. 100g.
D47750........$13.99

Pom Pom Classpack
Assorted sizes and colours. 
1000/pk.
D37599........$17.99

Assorted Sequins  
in a Bag (225g)
D37758........$10.99

Play-Doh® Secondary Colours: Multi-Pack - 
Assorted Colours
Includes 5oz four packs. Includes 4 different colours.
HBGB5517........$5.99

Face Paint Sets
Formulated to be paraben free and fragrance 
free! Creamy and bright opaque colours washes 
up with soap and warm water and is safe for use 
as body paint. Made in the USA. Gluten-free. 6 
Colours - 2oz/59ml. Primary Set: White, Yellow, 
Red, Blue, Green and Black. Adult supervision 
recommended. For ages 4 and up.
HA882-555........$13.99

Face Paint Stix 
Classic 6/pk
100% safe. Non-toxic 
and safe for everyone to 
enjoy. Easy on, easy off. 
Washes off with a little 
soap and water. Quick 
drying! Paints dry quickly 
and will not smudge.
TPG633........$12.99

See SONSUH.COM for more products.
*Promotions cannot combine with any other offers unless specified. No rain checks. Sonsuh Educational Supplies is not responsible for pricing,  

accuracy of content (including images) or typographical errors. Sonsuh Educational Supplies reserves the right to correct errors, including errors in pricing.  
Prices subject to change without notice. While quantities last. Other conditions may apply. All Rights Reserved by Sonsuh Educational Supplies Inc.

Elmers Brushes - 
(10 Pack, 7" Long) 
- Assorted Colours
Assorted colours,  
10 per pack. Durable,  
safe, and non-toxic.
ELM004........$10.00

$5.00
Exercise Books (25/pk)  
(40 pages)

A  Junior (7"x9")
N4113428 
Ruling over 7" side, Ruled interlined 
(5/16"-5/32"),  Heavy dotted with margin
$10.99

B  Senior (8.5"x11")
N4202428
3 holes, Ruled interlined (5/16")
$16.99

A

B $5.00

$7.50


